[New hearing test for functional deafness--the procedure to estimate the genuine hearing threshold].
This report describes a new procedure for examining functional deafness with binaural sound stimulation. This new hearing test can estimate the genuine pure tone hearing threshold quantitatively at every frequency by using the ordinary audiometer. In the case of the nonorganic deafness, even if the hearing disorders are bilateral or hemilateral, we believe that measuring auditory threshold separately, causes the deterioration of the threshold. Therefore, this procedure is designed so that the subject may not be aware of testing the auditory acuity of each ear, and utilizes the response of the phantom sound image in the head by simultaneous binaural presentation of sound stimulation. Our strategy is based on the following facts. If the normal subject has the same pure tone threshold level in both ears, the phantom sound image is formed in the median plane of the head by the equal suprathreshold tone level presented simultaneously in each ear. In the case of a unilateral auditory disorder, the sound image is localized to the center of the head only when sound stimulation louder than the threshold level of affected ear is given to both ears at the same time. Simultaneous binaural sound stimulation at a lower level than the threshold of the affected ear forms a lateralized sound image to the unaffected ear in the head. For patients with bilaterally similar hearing loss, the sound image is not formed if the stimulation is less than the threshold level of the pure tone. The band noise in the phase of each frequency with 50 dB HL was given binaurally to 10 normal hearing subjects, and the localization of the sound image formation was examined. This experiment confirmed that around the occipital region of the median plane in all subjects. Furthermore, comparing the formation threshold of the median plane image with the pure tone auditory threshold, proved that there was no significant difference statistically in either value. As a next step, 15 patients with unilateral sensorineural deafness were examined with this technique and we knew that the median sound images would not be formed with stimulation less than the pure tone auditory threshold of the affected ear. For clinical application, patients were classified into two groups with unilateral (6) and bilateral (2) functional deafness, and examined. Midline sound images definitely were formed with the lower magnitude of sound than the pure tone threshold by hemilateral nonorganic deafness. The difference of the forming threshold of the median sound image and the average of pure tone hearing level of the affected ear were maximum 100 dB, minimum 35 dB, and mean 69.4 dB. Furthermore, the difference of the median image forming threshold and the average hearing level of the unaffected ear were maximum 35 dB, minimum 0 dB, and mean 15.4 dB. In bilateral disorders, the midline plane sound image was formed with the corresponding level of the pure tone value in one subject, though the other one was determined by the maneuver method because it did not form a midline sound image. In conclusion, this examination can be readily used to estimate the genuine hearing threshold of the functional deafness.